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H -dibaryon and hypernucleus formation in the JÀ12C reaction at rest
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Stopped-J212C reactions have been investigated with respect toH-dibaryon and hypernucleus formation
with a scintillating fiber detector. Out of 5.53103 taggedJ2 particles via the (K2,K1) reaction we obtained
72 stoppingJ2 events with 6.721.4

11.1 background events after imposing kinematic constraints. Hypernuclear
production has been studied by observing freeL decays in the stopped-J2 reactions. From the observedL
momentum spectrum, we have found the hypernuclear production rates to be 18613, 6566, and 17612 %
for double/twin-L hypernucleus, single-L hypernucleus, and no hypernucleus cases, respectively. With the
same sample, we set upper limits onR ~stopped-J212C→HX /stopped-J212C→ all! for H decaying intoLn,
S2p, andLpp2, for H masses just belowLL mass threshold and forH lifetime range 10211<tH<1028 s.
The upper limits onR are;0.1–0.2, assuming all of theH decay into each decay mode. Our results give a tight
constraint on the existence of the boundH, in comparison with the theoretical estimates of Aerts and Dover,
albeit with different target nuclei.

PACS number~s!: 14.20.Pt, 21.80.1a, 25.80.Pw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Double-strangeness (S522) systems have attracte
much attention over several decades, since the questio
their properties is of fundamental importance in a field int
secting with nuclear and particle physics. Among them,
lightest S522 system beyondJ hyperons is a possibly
boundH-dibaryon, which has auuddssquark configuration
of maximal spatial symmetry@1#. The MIT bag model pre-
dicts the mass of theH dibaryon, for theS-wave flavor sin-
glet with Jp501, to be mH52.150 GeV/c2. For the mass
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interval betweenLn ~2.055 GeV/c2) and LL ~2.231
GeV/c2) thresholds theH particle would decay predomi
nantly by nonleptonic weak decay into two baryons inDS
51 transitions. The more conventional nonleptonic dec
involving pionsH→LNp is allowed if mH.2.194 GeV/c2

@2#.
Despite strenuous experimental efforts using a variety

approaches, there has been as yet no definitive observati
such a deeply bound~by more than 30–50 MeV! H-dibaryon
@3#. Instead, the observation of several double-L hyper-
nuclear events in nuclear emulsion suggests that
H-dibaryon is very loosely bound, or unbound, relative
2mL @4#. While experimental searches for an unboundH
dibaryon yielded no conclusive evidence in high-energy
periments@5–7#, we observed in our previous analysis e
hancedLL production near the threshold in12C(K2,K1)
reaction@8#. It is suggestive of either the possible existen
of a LL resonance~as anH-dibaryon resonance!, a strongly
attractiveLL final state interaction, or both.

An alternative scheme forH production is the formation
from J2 atoms via theJ2p fusion processes, first sug
gested by Barnes@9#. Quantitative predictions for the branch
ing ratio for H formation from various states ofJ2p,J2d,
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and J24He atoms were given by Aerts and Dover@10#.
These initiated theH-search experiment E813 at BNL usin
a deuterium target and taggedJ2 via the (K2,K1) reaction
@3#. The theoretical estimates show that branching ratios
H production fromJ2d atom approaches 0.9 forS states in
Nijmegen modelD, for mH near theLL threshold, but no
larger than 0.25 in modelF. The branching ratios forP states
are even smaller than those for S states. The case o
J24He atom is, however, predicted in both modelD and
model F to yield quite large values for the branching rati
approaching 1.0 nearLL threshold. Although our result
cannot be compared directly with the estimates of Aerts
Dover @10# due to different target nuclei, it should be note
that our experimental approach is sensitive enough to giv
meaningful constraint on the existence of the boundH in the
region near theLL threshold.

Single event evidence for the existence of double-L hy-
pernuclei,LL

10 Be @11# and LL
6 He @12#, was reported in early

emulsion experiments and more recently in a KEK hybr
emulsion experiment@4#. The KEK event is kinematically
consistent with the formation of eitherLL

10 Be or LL
13 B. The

KEK experiment used taggedJ2 particles from the
(K2,K1) reaction. The latter one was the interpretation
Dover et al. @13#, assuming a relatively long-lived excite
state,LL

14 C* , decaying intoLL
13 B1p.

If one follows the interpretation of Doveret al. @13# for
the KEK double-L hypernuclear event, the binding energy
the two L’s for the three observedLL hypernuclei is ap-
proximately 4–5 MeV. This result implies that the1S0 LL
interaction is more attractive than the1S0 LN ~2–3 MeV!
and comparable to the1S0 NN interaction~5–8 MeV!. How-
ever, it does not give a direct answer to the intriguing qu
tion: is the two-body1S0 LL system a quasinuclear~weakly
bound! state or an unbound state analogous to the1S0 nn
system? This is because a fully microscopic, realisticN
12L calculation ofLL

10 Be, for example, is not practical, an
the answer is quite model dependent.

Fragmentation of theS522 system due to aJ2-nuclear
reaction at rest is of great interest in its own right, since o
can explore the production mechanism of double-, twin-, a
single-L hypernuclei. A quasideuteron model@14# predicts
that the reactionJ2d→LLn is responsible for double-L
hypernucleus formation. Sanoet al. @15# modeled a com-
pound double-L hypernucleus, while Yamadaet al. @16# sug-
gested doorway states as an intermediate state,LL

13 B* , in
which J2p annihilates toLL in a nucleus. More recently
Hirata et al. @17# calculated formation probabilities o
double-, twin-, and single-L hypernuclei based on a micro
scopic transport model@antisymmetrized molecular dynam
ics ~AMD ! plus quantal Langevin~QL! method#.

A recent experiment, E885 at BNL, reported upper lim
on the branching ratio for (J2,12C)atom→ LL

12 B1n at or be-
low 4% in the region of expected neutron energies@18#.
They observed no apparent peaks from the neutron-emis
channel of double-L hypernuclear formation from
(J2,12C!atom decay. The theoretical predictions could al
be tested by observingL hyperons in the stopped-J212C
reaction. It is worth stressing that the total yield ofL par-
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abilities of double- and single-L hypernuclei, as well as
some specific two-body decay channels with single-L emis-
sion. Our experiment is well suited to observe double- a
single-L hypernucleus production reactions with stoppe
J2 events tagged by reconstructing the12C(K2,K1J2)X
reactions in a scintillating fiber active target.

In this paper, we report on hypernuclear formation pro
abilities through theJ2 atomic capture process in12C nu-
clei, and an upper limit forH-dibaryon production with sub-
sequent weakLn,S2p, andLpp2 decays.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was carried out using a separated 1
GeV/c K2 beam at the KEK proton synchrotron. Th
K2/p2 ratio of the beam was typically 1/4 at a rate of
3104K2/spill ~;2 s!. Approximately 83109 K2 were inci-
dent during the experiment. Thep2/ p̄ beam contamination
was reduced to 0.1% using the beam line time-of-flig
counters and the pulse height from an aerogel Cˇ erenkov
counter. The momenta of outgoing particles were measu
with a K1 spectrometer of approximately 5 m in length,
consisting of a dipole analyzing magnet with a field integ
of 1.08 T m, 12 drift-chamber planes~DC1–3!, two Čeren-
kov counters~SAC and LC!, and three hodoscope counte
for timing and triggering purposes, as shown in Fig. 1. T
geometrical acceptance of the spectrometer was about 0.
for 1.1 GeV/c particles. The momentum resolution (Dp/p)
was 0.5%~rms! at 1.2 GeV/c, and the background ratio o
p1 to K1 was estimated to be less than 0.2%@19#.

The heart of the experiment is a novel 4p detector con-
sisting of 0.530.5-mm2 plastic scintillating fibers. The scin
tillating fiber ~SCIFI! detector acts as a primary interactio
target and visual track detector for recognizing (K2,K1)
reactions and secondary interactions of hyperons produce
the effective volume of 838310 cm3. About 200 flat sheets
each consisting of 160 plastic scintillating fibers, constitu
the SCIFI target. The fiber~SCSF-81! consisted of a

FIG. 1. Layout of the E224 experimental setup shown in a p
spective view with a simulated (K2,K1) reaction event.
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480-mm-thick polystyrene core (r51.06 g/cm2), the exte-
rior of which is covered with a 10mm(t) cladding layer (r
51.18 g/cm2) of polymethylmethacrylate~PMMA!. The
SCIFI target contained almost equal numbers of carbon
hydrogen atoms. The SCIFI target was observed using
sets of the image-intensifier tubes~IIT !, which were arranged
orthogonally along theX andY directions, as shown in Fig
2. The beam corresponds to theZ direction. The intensified
image was recorded using a charge-coupled device~CCD!
camera and digitized with a flash analog-to-digital conve
~ADC!. The SCIFI target was surrounded by a cylindric
drift chamber ~CDC! and time of flight ~TOF! counters
~BTOF! to detect particles coming out of the SCIFI targ
@20#.

The three-stage IIT~Delft PP0040! consisted of an elec
trostatically focused tube and two proximity-focused mic
channel plate~MCP! tubes. Each IIT stage achieves ima
conversion between the photocathode and the phos
screen. The effective photosensitive area of the first st
was 80 mm in diameter and was reduced to 16 mm in dia
eter at the output. The second and third stages had a on
one reduction factor. The IIT’s were coupled to the CC
cameras by relay lenses, whose reduction factor was 1
6.6. Due to the read-out frequency of the CCD~30 Hz!, a fast
and efficient method was needed to reduce the trigger ra
a manageable level, about 20 events/spill. To accomp
this, the trigger system was divided into two stages. T
first-level trigger selected a positively charged particles
300 ns. Its signal gated the second-stage IIT’s during
2.5-ms time interval characterizing the decay of the ph
phor ~P-24! of the first stage IIT’s (t1/1052.4 ms!. The
second-level trigger was made with fast electronics to ca
late the masses of the scattered particles within a time o
ms. This time limit was due to the 50-ms decay time of the

FIG. 2. Sketch of the SCIFI target system and the readout
tem.
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phosphor of the second stage IIT’s. This second-level trig
signal was applied to the last stage IIT’s.

The standard NTSC video signals from the CCD chip
digitized by an image digitizer consisting of a cloc
coordinate generator~CCG!, a parallel flash ADC~FADC!
and a ‘‘first-in/first-out’’ ~FI/FO! memory buffer. The CCG
initiates the DAQ sequence in coincidence with the seco
level trigger, and generates a common clock to synchron
the CCD and the FADC. The CCD busy signal from t
CCG gates the CCD readout sequence until the CCD re
out a first~odd or even! field and transfers the charges stor
in the pixels of second field lines into shift registers. T
CCD is interrupted during the readout sequence, so a
prevent any piling up of subsequent images on one anot
Therefore the width of the gate signal determines the d
time of the CCD readout sequence, which is;25 ms on
average.

Finally, the data contained in the FI/FO memories are s
via fast transmission lines towards the parallel I/O regist
of VME where online SCIFI track information can be pro
vided within ;30 ms. The total dead time during the onlin
data taking was 20%. The SCIFI image data were written
8-mm magnetic tapes via two sets of the VME dedicated
two CCD signals from horizontal and vertical IIT arms. Th
data stored in two different tapes were merged during offl
data reduction into one data summary tape together with
spectrometer data.

The average number of track clusters for a minimu
ionizing particle was approximately 0.55/mm along the p
ticle track, and the size of a single cluster was typically 1
mm ~rms!. The track residual, defined as the distribution
the distance between the fitted straight track and each clu
weighted by the brightness of each cluster, was about
mm @19,21#.

III. EVENT SELECTION OF STOPPED- JÀ REACTIONS

A total of 8000 (K2,K1) events abovepK1>0.95 GeV/c
were scanned many times by eye and categorized accor
to their event topologies, defined by the number of charg
prongs, kinks, andL particles. The rationale behind the hig
pK1 selection is that the quasifreeJ2 production is peaked
at ;1.1 GeV/c. Stopped-J2 candidates were then selecte
by requiring that at the stopping point of aJ2 there exist
either no further tracks~zero prong!, or one, two, or three
~stopping or interacting! charged prongs, as shown in Fig.
For instance, the survivedJ2-decay events belong to th
one-prong configuration. We retained 874 events after sc
ning.

Due to the high momentum transfer~;0.55 GeV/c! in the
elementaryK2p→K1J2 process, mostJ2’s from the
(K2,K1) reaction on free protons decay or range out bef
stopping in the SCIFI detector. However, it is possible
stop low-momentumJ2’s produced from carbon in the
SCIFI detector. We therefore imposed tight constraints
the selection ofJ2 production from carbon nuclei: a copla
narity angle betweenJ2 and the (K2,K1) reaction plane is
required, ukK23kK1•kJ2u.0.1, and the missing mas
should be more than 15 MeV/c2 off the known J2 mass

s-
1-3
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J. K. AHN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 055201
(umX2mJ2u.15 MeV/c2), as shown in Fig. 4. A total of
334 events survived after imposing the coplanarity and m
ing mass cuts.

We then calculated the excitation energyE11B relative to
the mass of a 11B(g.s.) nucleus assuming
12C(K2,K1J2)11B* reaction. The kinetic energy of th
J2 was measured using an empirical energy-range form
approximated byTJ2(MeV)538.183•RJ2

4/7 ~cm!. The exci-
tation energy spectrum in Fig. 5 shows a significant pea
E11B50 MeV, and a broad bump aboveE11B550 MeV. The
peak can be understood as a sum of the ground state (32),
the 1/22 state at 2.21 MeV, and the 3/22 state at 5.02 MeV.
The broad bump structure above 50 MeV is mainly due
background from in-flightJ2 decay and many other pro
cesses, which are discussed later. A small bump at;20 MeV
could be attributed to the 1s-hole states observed i
12C(p,2p)11B* reaction@22#.

Excitation spectra for different number of prongs at t
J2 stopping point are shown in the insets of Fig. 5. T
broad bump structure could be kinematically attributed
two-step (K2,K1S)X processes~<1mb/sr above pK1

50.95 GeV/c @23#!, nuclear evaporation, hypernuclear pr
duction reaction (K2,K1p)X, in-flight freeJ2 decays, and
so on. We imposedpK1.1.1 GeV/c to effectively suppress

FIG. 3. Event configurations in terms of the number of charg
prongs from the end point of the stoppingJ2.

FIG. 4. Coplanarity angle and missing mass distribution ass
ing p(K2,K1)J2 reaction. A sharp peak represents the elemen
K2p→J2K1 scattering events. Arrows indicate the region that
selected events to optimizeJ2 stopping efficiency.
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the background due to the broad bump structure. This
was based on a Monte Carlo simulation. Events at aro
250 MeV are possibly due to hypernuclear production w
pion or proton emission, which were excluded by later co
straints.

The abundance of the events, particularly for the ze
prong configuration, close to 0.95 GeV/c supports a sizable
contribution of two-step processes which are not associa
with J2 production. This background was considerably su
pressed by requiring that220,E11B,50 MeV, as shown
in Fig. 6.

Due to nuclear evaporation, low-energy protons are p
sibly emitted from the (K2,K1) reaction vertex. Such low-
energy protons leave a track of a few mm, so we impose
minimum track length of 3 mm, which corresponds to abo
Tp516 MeV. This cut was based on observation of lo
energy protons in an emulsion plate@24#. Direct hyper-
nuclear production from (K2,K1) reaction could result in
emission of a proton or a pion in a hypernuclear decay. T
proton or pion could be misidentified as aJ2 if it leaves a
similar track length to that of theJ2. In the absence of
correlations, any direction with respect to the recoil mome
tum is equally likely. Therefore, we required that a stoppi
J2 be observed in the forward direction (cosuJ2.0). We
also exclude events in which aJ2 track is apparently less
bright than ap2 track by requiring that the unit brightnes
ratio, (dB/dx)p2 /(dB/dx)J2,1.5; the unit brightness is
defined as the track density weighted by pulse height on e
pixel. This is done in order to minimize the misidentificatio
of p2 as J2 for a very shortJ2 decay followed byp2

interaction. Additionally, we required thatumLp22mJ2u
.15 MeV/c2 for the one-prong events with aL and the
three-prong events, in order to reject freeJ2 decay events.

d

-
y

FIG. 5. Excitation energy spectrum forK212C→ K1J211B re-
action relative to the mass of11B. Insets represent the excitatio
energy spectra with respect to the number of charged particles a
J2 stopping point.
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After imposing all the requirements described above,
events were retained. We discuss below several backgro
processes which could still reside in this final sample of st
ping J2 events~see Table I!.

~1! In-flight J2p/J212C inelastic scattering event
could be misidentified as stoppingJ2 events when occured
near theJ2 stopping vertices. The total yield for in-fligh
J2 inelastic scattering processes can be written asY
5NJ2•NA /W•r•sabs•L, where the effective target lengt
L is set to 0.0860.04 cm, which is a typical error on trac
length measurement. We compared the measured t
length with the generated length in the Monte Carlo simu
tion. The inelastic scattering cross section was adopted f
Nijmegen-D model prediction, for example,sabs5177 mb
averaged over the region 0<TJ2<9 MeV, where aJ2 has
a maximum range of 0.08 cm.NA /W•r indicates the numbe
of target nucleons per cm2, which is 0.49131023/cm2. NA
denotes Avogadro’s number,W the atomic weight, andr the
target density~1.06 g/cm3). Out of the 72 stoppingJ2

events, the background due to in-flightJ2 interaction was
estimated to yield 0.2120.09

10.07 events, assuming that the effe
tive proton number in a carbon nucleus is 3. The repor
value of 2067 mb for the inelastic cross section@24# was
based on observation of in-flightJ2 interactions with emul-
sion nuclei. The interactingJ2 particles were sampled be
fore stopping, so that the measured cross section yields m

TABLE I. Background in the stoppingJ2 event sample.

Background process Number of events

J2p/J212C in-flight interaction 0.2120.09
10.07

p2p/p212C interaction 3.760.95
FreeJ2→Lp2 decay 0.5360.53
Nuclear evaporation 0.8960.15
Hypernuclear production 1.3820.94

10.22

K/p misidentification none
Total background 6.721.4

11.1

FIG. 6. Excitation energy versusK1 momentum distribution
~left! and theK1 momentum distributions~right! are represented
Selected were the events in a dashed-line box. TheK1 momentum
spectra of all event set and the zero-prong events are displaye
open histograms, while the spectrum after selection is shown a
overlaid hatched histogram.
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smaller background than based on theoretical estimate.
therefore take 0.2120.09

10.07 events as being due to in-flightJ2

interactions.
~2! A low-energyp2 interaction could be mistaken as

stoppingJ2 event. It would involve both an invisibly shor
J2 decay and ap2 interaction immediately after theJ2

decay. We have nearly the same number ofp2 particles as
J2 particles due to the 100% branching ratio ofJ2

→Lp2. The in-flightp2 interaction and thep2 absorption
in a carbon nucleus were taken into account using aGEANT

based simulation@25#. To our knowledge, there is one ol
measurement of the kinetic energy distribution of charg
particles emitted following the absorption of stoppedp2 in
12C @26#. The proton multiplicity was reported to be 0.4
60.04, and the average kinetic energy 10.461.8 MeV. These
results are, however, different from the simulation resu
particularly for the kinetic energy distribution. We therefo
measured the differential yield of protons as a function
their kinetic energy. Out of 874 events, we first selected 2
events which are of one-prong track configuration, as sho
in Fig. 3. We then required that thep2 should stop in a
backward direction against theJ2 track. We finally retained
32 events as stopped-p212C→pX events observed in the
SCIFI target. We assumed all emitted particles to be proto
Using an empirical energy-range formula, approximated
Tp(MeV)532.972•Rp

4/7(cm), we plot the differential yield
of the protons as a function of their kinetic energy in Me
as shown in Fig. 7. Our results suggest thatGEANT results
should be scaled up by a factor of 2, to compensate for
discrepancy between the measurement and the simula
Nevertheless, the background due top2 interaction is found
to be quite small. For example, the zero-prong configurat
at a stoppingJ2 track needsp212C→ neutrals following a
very shortp2 track. For the one-prong configuration, the
should be a single charged-particle emission viap2 interac-
tion. While the two-prong configuration needs two partic
emission from eitherp2p/p212C elastic scatterings or th

as
an

FIG. 7. The differential yield for charged particle emission p
stopped-p2 is represented as closed circles overlaid by error b
A solid line indicates an old measurement of the proton yield. Er
bars in the old measurement are not shown here due to being
ligibly small. Dotted line showsGEANT based simulation results
The total yield in the simulation is a factor of 2 smaller than o
measurement in the region above 20 MeV.
1-5
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J. K. AHN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 055201
stopped-p2 absorption in12C, the multiprong configuration
requires the multiprong emission afterp2 interaction fol-
lowing a visibly short track of eitherJ2 or p2. The total
possible background yield is estimated to be 4.1% of
stoppingJ2 events~3.2% of the one-prong and 0.21% o
the two-prong configurations due to in-flightp2 interac-
tions, plus 0.64% of the one-prong configuration associa
with stopped-p2 absorption in 12C) from a Monte Carlo
simulation. If the background yield is corrected by the abo
factor, there would be 3.760.95 events due top2 interac-
tion.

~3! When theL decays near theJ2 decay vertex, free
J2 decay could be misidentified as multiparticle emiss
from the stopped-J2 reaction. Because we excluded o
event for freeJ2 decay followed byL→pp2 from the
stoppingJ2 event selection, there should be a backgrou
contribution of 0.5360.53L→np0 decay events.

~4! Background due to nuclear evaporation could
main in the stoppingJ2 sample. The kinetic energy distr
bution of protons emitted via nuclear evaporation was
ported by a recent KEK emulsion experiment@24#. With a
16-MeV cut, 2.48% of evaporation protons surviv
(dN/dTp5const•e20.2324•Tp, where Tp is given in MeV!.
We assume that all of the evaporation processes are du
the excited11B* decays, therefore we take one-half of t
events~36 events! in the stoppingJ2 sample. The back-
ground due to nuclear evaporation was thus found to be 0
60.15 events.

~5! Hypernuclear production from the (K2,K1) reaction
could still exist in the stoppingJ2 sample. A stopping pro-
ton or pion from the decay of a hypernucleus could be em
ted in the backward direction, which results in a relative
large negative value of the excitation energyE11B. Since we
have noa priori knowledge of the proton or pion momentu
distribution for hypernuclear decay, this background estim
relies on real data categorized as backwardJ2 events. Re-
versing the sign of the polar angle with respect to theK2

beam track (cosuJ2→2cosuJ2, where cosuJ2 is negative!
for each event, we made a random rotation with respec
the beam direction. The background yield was then estima
to be 1.3820.94

10.22 events by requiring220,E11B,50 MeV.
The errors quoted indicate uncertainty in sampling real d
for hypernuclear production.

~6! K/p misidentification may be involved in the back
ground, but we have observed no event due toS2 produc-
tion in the missing mass spectrum. These would result fr
(p2,K1) and (K2,p1) reactions in the stoppingJ2

sample. To obtain some confidence regarding the even
lection, we calculated the fraction of the stoppingJ2 in the
(K2,K1J2) reaction with the SCIFI target. We adopted t
harmonic oscillator nuclear model, the measuredK2 beam
momentum, and (K2,K1) vertex distributions. The observe
J2 momentum distribution was reproduced by the Mon
Carlo simulation. The stopping fraction of theJ2 was found
to be 1.34% in the simulation, whereas in the data 1
60.15% of 5.53103 taggedJ2 particles, or 65.3 event
survived. In the Monte Carlo simulation we used an escap
probability of theJ2 from 12C from our previous analysis
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0.80160.024. Our event selection therefore shows a go
statistical consistency between simulation and measurem
We also compared the observed ratio of the event confi
ration with recent KEK-E176 experimental results@27#. We
made an efficiency correction due to the different spa
resolution between the emulsion plate and the SCIFI de
tor. As shown in Table II, both experimental results are ve
consistent, but the emulsion has of course a different ta
composition.

IV. HYPERNUCLEUS FORMATION IN STOPPED- JÀ12C
REACTIONS

Stopped-J212C reactions are possibly characterized
either low-energyL emission or nearly monoenergeticp2

emission in sequential weak decays of hypernuclei. All p
sible decay channels of the highly excited double-L hyper-
nuclear state,LL

13 B* (J2112C atomic system!, with the ex-
citation energy up to 40 MeV are represented in Ref.@16#
with respect to hypernuclear species. Observation ofL par-
ticle emission should then give quantitative information
the formation probability of double and single hypernuc
~see Table III!.

Out of the stoppingJ2 event sample, we observed 16L
decays with theV-decay configuration. When both proto
and pion tracks are identifiable~track length.1 mm!, theL
decay configuration is defined as aV decay. Another fourL
decays were selected from the two- and three-prong confi
ration. These are responsible for very shortL decays from
stopped-J2 reaction vertices. We calculated an invaria
mass ofpp2 in a combinatorial way and the four even
satisfied the L decay configuration (umpp22mLu,15
MeV/c2). We also analyzed nine straight tracks witho
other particle tracks, hypothesizing that these are low-ene
L decays with invisibly short proton tracks. TheL momenta
were determined using kinematic constraints of the measu
p2 decay angles and momenta, compared with Monte C
simulation results. Out of nine tracks, eight tracks we
found to be consistent withp2 tracks due to low-energyL
decays. We therefore observed a total of 28L decays. We
retained 26 events and two events having twoL decays
among them.

The detection efficiency was calculated by a Monte Ca
simulation, as shown in Fig. 8. We generatedL randomly

TABLE II. Number of charged particles from the end point of
stoppingJ2 track.

zero-prong one-prong two-prong three-pron

E176 ~emulsion! 53% 27% 14% 6%
This experiment 46% 28% 14% 12%

TABLE III. Formation probabilities of hypernuclei in stopped
J212C reactions.

Channel double-L/twin-L single-L LL1X

Ratio 18613% 6566% 17612%
1-6
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H-DIBARYON AND HYPERNUCLEUS FORMATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 055201
emitted from the end point of a stoppingJ2, so that we
made exactly the same event configuration as for real d
The simulated event set was classified into two groups
events with respect to theL decay track configuration by
scanning. The detection efficiency was found to drop
nearly zero below 0.1 GeV/c by requiring that theL decay
be accompanied by visible proton and pion decay trac
while the efficiency was still high enough to detect theL
decay with only a decayp2 track, even in the same momen
tum region. Out of 16L decays with theV-track configura-
tion, there were four events below 0.1 GeV/c. For these
events the decay proton tracks were not positively de
mined due to the short track length and the small de
angle. Instead of introducing additional constraints, we
tered theL decay configuration for those four events into t
straightp2 track configuration, in order to avoid systema
uncertainties in the region where the detection efficiency
very low.

Figure 9 shows aL momentum distribution for the
stopped-J212C→LX reaction. Overlaid lines represent th
oretical estimates of the AMD~plus QL method! model for
differential yield ofL emission per stopped-J212C reaction
@17#. The arrows indicate characteristicL momenta of the
particular channels shown in the figure. Kinematically, t
J212C→L1L

12B(12) reaction produces the most energe
L hyperon of 0.223 GeV/c, although the J212C→L
1L

12B* (21) reaction is predicted to be dominant, accomp
nied by aL of about 0.164 GeV/c. However, we did not
impose any constraint on the maximumL momentum, be-
cause theLn andS0n weak decays of a boundH-dibaryon
could yield a high momentumL particle above the end poin
~0.223 GeV/c! for hypernuclear formation. Nonmeson
LL→LN decays are possible as well.

FreeJ2 decays at rest in the stoppingJ2 sample should
be taken into account. Some fraction of theJ2 captured in
an atomic orbit of12C could decay during an atomic cascad
Such a free stopped-J2 decay should show collinearL and
p2 tracks in the lab system, and both decay products sho
be monoenergetic at 0.139 GeV/c. However, we found no
such events for the stopped-J2 decay. The time taken fo
the J2 atomic cascade is predicted to be relatively sh
(;10212 s! in atoms withZ.2, and only a few~,1%! of

FIG. 8. Detection efficiencies forL decays with respect to th
track configuration are represented as different lines.
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the J2 are expected to decay during the process@28,29#.
Our result is thus consistent with this theoretical estimate

The yields for theJ2 capture reactions can be written a
Yi5G i /(G01G11G2), whereG i are the partial rates for the

final channels,L1L1X (G2), L
AZ1L1X (G1), LL

A8 Z8
1X (G0). With two observedLL eventsY2 is estimated to
be 17612%. TheL momenta for theJ212C→LLX reac-
tion were all observed to be below the end point, for t
J212C→LL11B reaction, 0.162 GeV/c. The yield for single
L decay,Y1, was then found to be 6566% integrated over
the region below 0.223 GeV/c. This yield is attributed to the
single-L hypernuclear formation through (J2,12C) atomic
states. The formation probability for double-L/twin-L hy-
pernuclei is given by 12Y12Y2, and found to be 18613%.
Some data points above 0.223 GeV/c yield 14%, which are
possibly kinematically attributed to theH→Ln decay and
the nonmesonicLL→LN decays of double-L hypernuclei.
There are, however, 6.721.4

11.1 background events in the stop
ping J2 event sample, as discussed in the previous sect
Although the background contribution was taken into a
count when calculating the number of stoppingJ2 particles,
its fraction still remains as 4.8% of the total data.

A peak structure is observed at 0.132 GeV/c ~from a
Gaussian fit! in Fig. 9. Although the mean of this peak
closer to 0.139 GeV/c ~reaction A!, reaction A is ruled out
since the recoil pion is too energetic to stop in the SC
detector and events of this sort are rejected. The peak p
tion is about 0.05 GeV/c higher than that predicted by th
AMD-QL model calculation@17#. One of twoL particles for
the J212C→LLX reaction lies on the peak for both of th
observed events. The formation probability integrated o
the region 0.2,pL,0.223 GeV/c yields 9.465.3%, to
which only J212C→L1L

12B(12) could be attributed kine-
matically. However, the measured formation probability

FIG. 9. L momentum distribution forJ212C→L X reaction.
Overlaid lines represent theoretical estimates of differential yi
for one and twoL emission probabilities and their sum.
1-7
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J. K. AHN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 055201
considerably larger than the level predicted by theoret
calculations. A theoretical estimate of the doorway doubleL
hypernuclear picture gives 0.25% for theJ212C→L
1L

12B(12) and 0.67% forL
12B(21), in case of aJ2-nucleus

potential of V0J2516 MeV and (3d)J2 atomic capture
@16#. Another estimate of the AMD-QL model calculatio
@17# for J212C→L1L

12B channel gives 3.24%, while for th
J212C→L1n1L

11B channel, it is 20.9%.
In order to identify hypernuclear species, we measu

the momentum of a charged particle emitted from the st
ping point of theJ2. Since protons may come out of th
hypernuclear decays, goodp/p separation is necessary. Th
track brightness per unit length is proportional to the kine
energy that a particle lost along the track length. We m
sured the unit brightness (dB/dx) averaged over the trac
length which corresponds to 4 mm inZ direction~except for
the first 1 mm from the stopping point! for XZ andYZ im-
ages, respectively. We then added them up with a correc
factor (YZ/XZ50.793) corresponding to the difference
the IIT gain betweenXZ and YZ images. Figure 10 repre
sents the unit brightness distributions of stopping part
tracks: p2 and p tracks sampled fromL decays, andJ2

tracks from the stoppingJ2 events. Reasonablep/p sepa-
ration is possible by requiring that the unit brightness be l
than 350~in arbitrary units!, as indicated by an arrow in
Fig. 10.

The kinetic energy spectrum ofp2 from the stoppingJ2

is shown in Fig. 11. While the cross data points represent
kinetic energies of particles beforep/p separation, the his
togram shows those of the pions retained afterp/p separa-
tion. Uncertainty inp/p separation is due to low-brightnes
proton tracks misidentified as pion tracks, which yield ab
18% of the selectedp2 tracks.

The detection efficiency was evaluated using a Mo
Carlo simulation. It is nearly zero aboveTp2540 MeV,
solely due to the finite size of the SCIFI detector. There s
remains some yield in the region between 24 and 40 MeV
which many of the characteristic pionic decays of doubleL

FIG. 10. The unit brightness (dB/dx) distributions for stopping
particle (p2, p, andJ2) tracks. ThedB/dx of stoppingJ2 tracks
is shown as a dashed histogram with an overlaid fitted line. Hatc
area indicates a sample of stopping particles emitted from the s
ping point ofJ2.
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hypernuclei are anticipated, as quoted in Table IV. Th
events with two pion decays remained; two of them cont
low-energy pions, while the third has pions of 27.860.9
MeV and 29.960.9 MeV, respectively. The latter even
could be a candidate for the sequential weak decay

L L
6 He→L

5 He1p1p2 (Tp2529.5 MeV, if DBLL54.7
MeV @30#! followed by the L

5 He→4He1p1p2 decay
(Tp2531.7 MeV taken from experimental data@31#!. It
could also be a candidate for the sequential decay ofL L

5 He
→L

4 He1p1p2 (Tp2530.3 MeV, if DBLL50.22 MeV
@30#! followed by the L

4 He→3He1p1p2 decay (Tp2

530.5 MeV taken from experimental data@32#!. The char-
acteristicp2 kinetic energy indicates the most probable e
ergy in the three-body decay spectrum. In the above de
sequence the decay proton could have too low a kinetic
ergy ~several MeV! for us to detect.

The event with two pion emission is shown in Fig. 12.
should be noted that the observed event is almost ba
ground free from freeJ2 and L decays. Nevertheless,
cannot give conclusive evidence for theL L

6 He or L L
5 He de-

cay due to uncertainty inp2/p separation and its three bod
decay sequence.

We also looked for the nonmesonic decay of double
pernuclei involvingS2, for instance, theL L

6 He→4He1p
1S2 decay@33,34#. The LL→S2p decay can be charac
terized as one stopping track and one kink track. Howev
we observed no events with bothS2 and proton. If the pro-
ton and the residual nucleus form a single particle l

L L
5 He→4He1S2, only the S2 decay can be observed

Events with a two-kink track~the second configuration of th
one-prong event in Fig. 3! were then sampled as candidat
for the nonmesonicS2 decays of double-L hypernuclei. As-
suming S2→np2 decay, theS2 momentum was recon
structed. Two events (TS2544, 55 MeV! were retained after
imposing that the unit brightness of theS2 track should be
greater than that of thep2 track. Although these two event

d
p-

FIG. 11. Kinetic energy spectrum ofp2 from the stoppingJ2.
While the cross data points represent the kinetic energies of
ticles beforep/p separation, the histogram shows those of the pio
retained afterp/p separation. A dashed line indicates thep2 de-
tection efficiency.
1-8
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TABLE IV. Characteristicp2 kinetic energies for hypernuclear decays@4,15,29–31#. The LL bond
energies (DBLL) are input in the case of doubleL hypernuclear decays. Uncertainties inDBLL give only a
several-MeV change in thep2 kinetic energy spectrum. For three-body decays, the quoted values ind
the most probable energy.

Decay Tp ~MeV! DBLL ~MeV! Decay Tp ~MeV!

L L
4 H→L

4 He1p2 43.4 0.24 L
3 H→3He1p2 40.7

L L
5 H→L

5 H1p2 53.9 0.92 L
4 H→4He1p2 53.2

L L
5 He→L

4 He1p1p2 30.3 0.22 L
4 He→3He1p1p2 30.5

L L
6 He→L

5 He1p1p2 29.5 4.7 L
5 He→4He1p1p2 31.7

L L
7 He→L

7 Li1p2 34.6 4.1 L
7 He→7Li1p2 41.4

L L
8 Li→L

8 Be1p2 33.2 4.3 L
7 Li→7Be1p2 36.8

LL
10 Be→L

10B1p2 25.5 4.3 L
11B→11C1p2 35.1

LL
11 Be→L

11B1p2 32.5 4.6 L
12C→12N1p2 26.6

LL
12 B→L

12C1p2 31.0 4.7 J2→L1p2 57.4

LL
13 B→L

13C1p2 36.3 4.8 L→p1p2 32.5
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were not reproduced by the hypothesis of theJ212C inter-
action followed by theJ2→Lp2 decay ~0.21 events as
quoted in the Sec. III!, the unit brightness of theS2 tracks
were also less than the value we imposed forp/p separation.
We therefore do not take them as candidates for the non
sonicS2 decays of double-L hypernuclei, but as being du
to possiblep2 interactions. Unless the detection system
able to detect hypernuclear fragments, detecting neutron
essential to experimentally confirm theLL→S2p nonme-
sonic decays of double hypernuclei.

V. H-DIBARYON FORMATION FROM JÀ CAPTURE
ON 12C

The decays of theH dibaryon via theJ2 capture reaction
J212C→HX were thoroughly looked for in the SCIFI tar
get. Unlike theH search through direct production, the e
perimental sensitivity and acceptance depend crucially on
lifetime and the decay modes of theH since theH is detected
via its decay products. A boundH decays intoLN, SN, and
LNp channels viaDS51 weak decays in the mass regio
between theLN and theLL thresholds. Theoretical calcula
tions of Donoghueet al. @35# predictS-waveDS51 H life-

FIG. 12. A SCIFI image of a possible candidate for the char
teristic pionic decays of theL L

6 He.
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times of several31029 s for anH mass near theLL mass to
several31027 s for anH mass near theLn mass, and the
factor of 2 decrease inH lifetimes is possible due to theP
wave.

Since noH candidate was observed, we investigated o
experimental sensitivity and acceptance in detecting the th
decay modes,Ln, S2p, and Lpp2, in order to set upper
limits on the production rate of theH dibaryon assuming al
of the H decays weakly via each one of the decay mod
The upper limits on the production rate of theH dibaryon
through the reactionJ212C→HX can then be written asR5
GJ212C→HX /G tot5(m1 ,m2)/h•NJ2, where (m1 ,m2) is 90%
confidence level intervals for the Poisson signal meanm
@36,37#, andh represents the detection efficiency.NJ2 de-
notes the number of stopped-J2 events.

A. H\Ln

Because theH→Ln decay is characterized by a deca
vertex shared with two neutral particles, one needs to ta
neutron to reconstruct this decay channel when theH lives
long enough to separate its production and decay vert
within the detection resolution. Since we did not detect n
trons, we relied on onlyL decay kinematics for theH
→Ln search. FormH;2mL , most of the 12.3 MeV energy
released inJ212C→H11B reaction goes to theH. If the H
decays within its flight length of;1 mm, itsL decay can be
reconstructed from the end point of a stoppingJ2 particle
track. This analysis is essentially the same as described in
previous section for hypernuclear formation study.

In the L momentum spectrum of Fig. 9 there are seve
L particles observed beyond the region allowed for hyp
nuclear production. These events could be due toH→Ln
decay above 0.223 GeV/c, which would accept 92% of the
simulatedH events over the mass region belowLL thresh-
old. However, as mentioned in the previous section,
LL→LN nonmesonic decay of double-L hypernuclei could
also yield such a high-momentumL, beyond the momentum
region for hypernuclear weak decay. We therefore did
take these events as candidates for theH→Ln decay.
-

1-9
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For anH with longer lifetimes, theH→Ln decay is seen
as a momentum-unbalancedL decay with respect to a
straight line connecting theJ212C reaction vertex and theL
decay vertex. No such event was observed in the stop
J2 event sample. From this result, we set upper limits
the H production rate through theJ212C reaction at rest.
The detection acceptance was investigated in a detailed
tector simulation. We required that one of theL decay prod-
ucts should stop in the SCIFI detector. The upper limits
the H production rate at 90% confidence level are shown
Fig. 13 as a function of theH mass (mLn<mH<2mL) and
the H lifetime (10211<tH<1028 s!. In the calculation, we
assumed 100% branching ratio for theH→Ln decay.

B. H\LppÀ

The pionic weak decay of theH-dibaryon was searche
for in the mass region between 2.194 GeV/c2 (Lpp2) and
2.231 GeV/c2 (LL). The event configuration of theH
→Lpp2 is very similar to the LL production at the
stopped-J212C reaction. However, we observed no events
which oneV decay is due to aL decay and the other due t
proton and pion from theH→Lpp2 decay. For a very
short-lived H, the decayH→Lpp2 resembles the two
prong configuration with aL decay. One event was found t
satisfy this constraint on the event configuration, but the
constructedH masses~2.253, 2.268 GeV/c2 for switching
p2/p assignment! were both above theLL threshold.

Since noH→Lpp2 decay was seen, we set upper lim
on the production rate of theH dibaryon through the reactio
J212C→HX assuming that all of theH decay intoLpp2.
We made aGEANT simulation @25# for this Monte Carlo
study. We generated stoppingJ2 particles with the mea-
sured vertex distribution, and produced theH and the re-
sidual nucleus11B(g.s). All H decay intoLpp2, equally in
all phase space using a GENBOD routine@38#. The mass and
lifetime ranges investigated weremLpp2<mH<mLL and
10211<tH<1028 s. We imposed that all charged trac
should be longer than 2 mm. Since theH in this decay mode

FIG. 13. Upper limits on the branching ratio ofJ212C→HX
assuming that all of theH decay intoLn.
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has very small phase space available, all decay prod
carry very low momenta and therefore leave very sh
tracks. The slope of the upper limits toward longer lifetim
in Fig. 14 is attributed to our finite SCIFI detector volum
Close to theLpp2 threshold, detecting all three particles
far beyond our detector resolution, so that no upper limits
quoted. We took into account the decay branching ratio
L→pp2 ~0.639!. The result is shown in Fig. 14, and num
bers represent the upper limits on theH production at 90%
confidence level.

C. H\SÀp

The H→S2p decay is uniquely observed as a V track
with a kink from theS2→np2 decay vertex. We reported
in our previous analysis upper limits of 0.6–0.7 % for t
H→S2p decay via direct production in12C(K2,K1H)X
@39#. For the stopped-J212C reaction, the decay verte
pointing back to theJ2 track was looked for. No such even
was seen among the stoppingJ2 sample. This result lead
us again to set upper limits on theH production rate via
stopped-J2 reaction. We generatedH→S2p decays using
a GEANT simulation. We then investigated the decay config
ration in terms of theH mass (mS2p<mH<2mL) and theH
lifetime (10211<tH<1028 s!. The decay proton should sto
in the SCIFI target. It is not necessary to observe theH decay
vertex separately from its production vertex. The upper li
its on theH production rate at the 90% confidence level a
shown in Fig. 15.

Our SCIFI detector is sensitive to a wide range of theH
lifetimes from 10211 s to a few 1029 s. This range of life-
times has been probed for the first time in our experime
and our results are complementary with two recent lo
lived H searches. One had a lifetime coverage from;5
310210 s to ;131023 s @40# for H→Lpp2, while the
other had a coverage of several ns for theH→Ln and H
→S0n decays@41#. Since their results ruled out theH life-
times predicted in Ref.@35#, our detection sensitivity is
unique to shorterH lifetimes of 10211;1029 s, which covers

FIG. 14. Upper limits on branching ratio ofJ212C→HX as-
suming that all of theH decay intoLpp2.
1-10
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H-DIBARYON AND HYPERNUCLEUS FORMATION IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 055201
typical hyperon lifetimes. Our experimental sensitivity is a
most constant over theH mass interval.

Although our results cannot be compared directly with
estimates of Aerts and Dover@10# due to different target
nuclei, our upper limits close to 2mL give a meaningful con-
straint on the existence of a boundH. The theoretical esti-
mate shows that theH production ratio from theJ24He
atom approaches 1.0 near theLL threshold ~.0.5 above
mH;2.18 GeV/c2 using a Nijmegen-D model for theP state
of the J24He atom!. Our results rule out such a larg
branching ratio for theH production from theJ212C atom.
The branching ratios of the order of 1021 at mH.2mL give
a more stringent constraint on the existence of theH, com-
pared to theoretical estimates@10#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Stopped-J212C reactions have been investigated w
respect toH-dibaryon and hypernucleus formation with

FIG. 15. Upper limits on the branching ratio ofJ212C→HX
assuming that all of theH decay intoS2p.
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scintillating fiber detector. Out of 5.53103 tagged J2

particles via the (K2,K1) reaction, we obtained 72 stop
ping J2 events with 6.721.4

11.1 background events. We selec
ted tagged stoppingJ2 events by reconstructing th
12C(K2,K1J2)11B reaction. Hypernuclear production wa
studied by observing freeL decays in the stopped-J2 reac-
tions. From the observedL momentum spectrum, we foun
hypernuclear production rates of 18613%, 6566%, and 17
612% for double/twin-L hypernucleus, single-L hyper-
nucleus, and no hypernucleus cases, respectively. With
same sample of stoppingJ2 events, we set upper limits o
the H-dibaryon production rates throughJ2 atomic capture
in 12C by searching forLn, Lpp2, andS2p weak decays.
The upper limits on R(stopped-J212C→HX /stopped-
J212C→ all! for an H decaying intoLn, S2p, andLpp2

were determined just below theLL mass threshold in theH
lifetime range 10211<tH<1028 s. The upper limits onR for
theLn channel near the 2mL threshold are set;0.2 at 90%
confidence level. For theLpp2 channel, our detection reso
lution limits do not allow to probe theH mass region very
close to theLpp2 threshold. In other regions upper limits o
;0.2–0.3 are found forH lifetimes shorter thantL . The
experimental sensitivity toH→S2p decay is almost con-
stant over theH mass region, and upper limits onR are found
to be;0.1 fortH;10210 s. Our results give tight constraint
on the existence of a boundH, in comparison with the the-
oretical estimates of Aerts and Dover@10#, albeit with differ-
ent target nuclei.
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